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Abstract. There is a clear turning point in the development history of reconfigurable architectures. Larger execution units (EU) used to be adopted in special
domain applications to improve the cost performance of programmable architectures. However, after the granularity of EUs came up to the level of arithmetic
logic unit (ALU) and multiplication accumulation unit (MAC), the trend almost
stopped. At present, a great number of reconfigurable architectures make use of
simple Von-Neumann-architecture processing elements (PE) with such EUs as
ALU and MAC. Actually, today’s application algorithms are far different from
the previous counterparts with the development over the last decades. Larger operation units can be extracted from common application algorithms. Without the
coherent enhancement of EUs, it is difficult for reconfigurable architectures to
replace the application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) used for most of current high-throughput applications. In order to further improve the performance/cost ratio, this paper presents a novel architecture with very-coarse-grained
EUs and fully-data-driven mechanism.
Keywords: Reconfigurable architecture, Processing element (PE), Execution
unit (EU), Very-coarse-grained, Fully-data-driven.

1 Introduction
An important force driving the electronics industry is the growing demand for increasingly complex multimedia computing and baseband processing devices [1].
Based on the natural parallelism of the algorithms in the devices [2], [3], [4] and [5], a
great number of reconfigurable architectures have been proposed by the industry and
academia to fulfill such a demand over the last decade [6], [7], [8] and [9]. These
architectures combine the advantages of the efficiency (in terms of area, power and
performance) of ASICs and the flexibility of the programmability of conventional
programmable processors with Von Neumann architecture. The granularities of the
reconfigurable architectures have evolved from gate-level circuits to more coarsegrained functional blocks [10] and [11] or even program-controlled PEs [12], [13] and
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[14]. With the advancement of the granularities of basic PEs, the computation capacities of reconfigurable architectures have increased significantly.
In this paper, we propose a novel reconfigurable architecture with very-coarsegrained EUs. Both the control circuits of PEs and the interconnection network are
very simple. Weakly programmability is provided to realize enough functions in some
special domain applications. In order to obtain a high-cost-performance reconfigurable architecture, data-driven concept is used not only in interconnection networks but
also in each PE.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the adaptability of reconfigurable
architectures to current high-throughput applications is analyzed; in section 3 the
novel architecture with fully-data-driven mechanism and very-coarse-grained EUs is
presented; section 4 gives the configurations of the proposed reconfigurable architecture; section 5 presents the design flow of special domain applications by using the
new architecture; the performance analyses are shown in section 6 and finally the
conclusion is given.

2 Design Consideration
Although lots of reconfigurable architectures have been designed and have revealed
the potential high computing performance, they have achieved rather limited success.
The main reason is that their performance/cost ratios are not good enough for most
high-throughput custom devices. Thus, reconfigurable architectures are limited in the
narrow fields such as the signal processing of radar and base station, and the prototyping development of high-throughput systems [11], [15] and [16].
In fact, ASICs or traditional system-on-a-chips (SOC) are used more widespread in
the computation-intensive signal processing systems. However, ASIC approaches
often have high nonrecurring engineering (NRE) costs, and take considerable time,
even months, to fabricate. And with the development of microelectronics technologies, the NRE cost is increasing. On the other hand, the lifetime of electronic products
has shortened. Therefore, programmability must be emphasized in high-performance
architectures to reduce risks and to increase profits.
A trend is easily seen that new reconfigurable architectures will be more flexible to
program than their previous counterparts. That is, the programmability of reconfigurable architectures continues increase. Since the advancement of technologies enables
more complex logic blocks to be integrated on one chip, the basic PEs in reconfigurable architectures vary from simple controllable logic blocks to configurable ALUs
and MACs, and further to smaller RISC-type programmable DSP cores. Now, a great
number of reconfigurable architectures use one array structure and contain hundreds
of simple DSP cores [9]. However, the basic EUs (like addition and multiplier, or
ALU and MAC) in PEs seem to have been holding a relatively steady size and do not
change as quickly as PEs. Maybe this can account for the limited successes of reconfigurable architectures.
The primary aim of reconfigurable architectures is to exploit the concurrency of algorithms and to reduce control overhead for conventional microprocessors, and configuration overhead for FPGAs. Originally, the larger execution units were designed
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Fig. 1. The trends of PEs and EUs

on the basis of the data flow graphs (DFG) of applications, or optimized for some
special blocks [17], [18] and [19]. However, such attempts almost came to a standstill
after the emergence of ALUs and MACs [20] and [21]. The evolutionary trends of
PEs and EUs are shown in Fig. 1. PEs varying from configurable coarse-grained EUs
to DSP cores implies the return of control overhead. Although the advancements in
technology make it possible to integrate more PEs, the reconfigurable architectures do
not offer satisfactory performance/cost ratios to replace ASICs in high-throughput
applications.
The problem partly stems from the knowledge mismatch between computing architectures and application algorithms. More attentions are given to the exploration of
reconfigurable architectures in order to get the best solution in multiple-dimension
design space. At the same time, the aboriginal viewpoint of disassembling applications algorithms is still held that all application systems can be ultimately divided into
some basic operation units like adder, multiplier, multiplexer and logic shift. Therefore, almost all reconfigurable architectures use these basic units to process algorithms. However, the features of application systems have changed. The following are
the main differences between current and former applications.
•
•

•
•

Current innovating points mainly locate at the combinations of various
algorithms.
One single mainstream algorithm may be adopted in multiple different standards
and specifications. For instance, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
technique (OFDM) is used in more than 10 communication standards and
specifications.
Mainstream algorithms are presenting more advantages, which results in just few
algorithms existing in similar application systems.
With the fast development of global economy, hundreds of million persons can
benefit from one mainstream technique.

Thus it can be seen that the basic functional blocks of current application systems are
much larger than those of former algorithms. Larger operation units can be extracted
from common application algorithms.
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We suppose that ASICs are composed of tightly coupled basic operation units like
the assemblage of one multiplier, adder and register in FIR filters. Thus, the area overhead of an ASIC can be estimated according to the implementation structures of application algorithms. Based on the sampling rate of one algorithm, the minimum working
frequency of one ASIC unit can then be obtained. Furthermore, the demand of an algorithm for millions instructions per second (MIPS) can be solved by the product of the
sampling rate and the number of operation units. Due to the large area overhead for
programming, control and communication, the area overhead of all EUs account for
only a small part of the area overhead of whole reconfigurable architectures. We define
the area overhead ratios of reconfigurable architectures to all EUs in the chips as k, if
we use programmable architectures to realize the same algorithms. Thus, we can infer
that for an application, programmable architectures will occupy k times area as that of
ASIC to obtain the same MIPS, provided that the frequency is identical; similarly,
programmable architectures will run at the frequency of k times as that of ASIC to
keep the same area and performance.
The aforementioned relationship is easy to understand. Unfortunately, less attention
is paid to the ratio value of k, which is often much larger than 10. It may be acceptable
to use conventional reconfigurable architectures to implement the special applications
such as prototyping development mentioned above. However, replacing ASICs in highperformance customer devices by current reconfigurable architectures on a large scale is
still impossible. Therefore, it becomes the key to extend the successes of reconfigurable
architectures how to reduce the ratio value of k. Thus, we attempt to adopt larger EUs in
the PEs of a reconfigurable architecture.

3 Architecture
3.1 Array Structure
Most of real-life multimedia and baseband computations in custom devices belong to
stream applications [4] and [5]. Besides computation intensity, they exhibit two other
characteristics: concurrency and regularization. Fig. 2 shows the concurrency of
stream applications. It includes two concepts:
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Fig. 2. The concurrency of a stream application
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Pipelined data path, in which every task can be processed simultaneously to
form an efficient pipeline, similar to systolic structures [3];
And data parallelism, where multiple data streams can be computed
simultaneously.

Similarly, the regularization also has two concepts as follows:
•

•

Producer-consumer locality, which embodies the relationship between task kernels. Each kernel receives the result data produced by its front kernel, consumes
(processes) them, produces new data, and sends to its back kernels.
Regular connection, which means there are no feedback and long-distance
interconnection at unit or subsystem levels.

Based on the characteristics of current high-throughput applications, we propose an
array structure shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a heterogeneous array of tens (or even
hundreds) of PEs. The architecture is a template that can be instantiated for a given
application. As a result, the function of every processing element depends on the
mapping results of application algorithms at synthesis-time. Due to the locality of
computation and communication, every PE just connect directly with its four nearest
neighborhoods at the locations of the east, west, south and north. Besides direct interconnections, indirect connections can be formed by bypassing the ports of some PEs.
Data-driven mechanism is employed in both interconnection network and PEs. One
PE does not work until the needed data arrive. The networks of most reconfigurable
architectures are synchronized by this way [8] and [9]. In our architecture, the EUs in
PEs are also synchronized by data. Therefore, we call the architecture we propose as
fully-data-driven reconfigurable architecture.
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Fig. 3. The proposed heterogeneous array structure

3.2 Processing Elements
The functions of each PE are to configure a special interconnect network on the basis
of a certain application, and to execute very-coarse-grained computations like multi-tap
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Fig. 4. The structure of the processing elements

FIR segments and FFT butterfly units. Fig. 4 presents the general structure of the PEs
in proposed reconfigurable architecture, mainly including program memory
(Prog_Mem), instruction decoder (Decoder), multiple ports (Ports_West, Ports_North,
Ports_South and Ports_East), EU, and switch (Switch).
Instructions can be written through PE configuring bus (PEConfig_Bus) from embedded microprocessor or outside. Decoder is made use of to decode instructions,
then to get the configuration information. Decoder does not work cycle by cycle, but
actively fetch next instruction in term of the last instruction and the EU state flags
(State_Flag).
There are four kinds of directional ports, namely Ports_West, Ports_North,
Ports_South and Ports_East. Each cluster of directional ports includes two dualdirection ports connecting with other PE. The directions of dual-direction ports and
the connections between the two ports and two internal single-direction input buses
and two internal single-direction output buses are based on the configuration instructions. The input ports of one PE are directly connected with the output ports of its
neighborhoods. The communications between these ports depend on their FIFOs
states.
The configurations of EUs contain functional selection, constant coefficients, operation times, and etc. Fig. 5 shows the structure of EUs with two functions. Function
select register is in charge of selecting function unit. Timer is responsible for setting
the operation times of the selected function unit. Coefficient registers provide some
constant coefficients to the function unit. In our architecture, function units include
large-scale circuits like multi-tap FIR segments and FFT butterfly units. Small function units like adder and multiplier are also supported. The scale of function unit is
based on actual applications. There is at least one FIFO in every EU. These FIFOs are
used to save the input data from other PEs or input ports. The FIFOs in EUs as well as
ports are very small. They can be composed of register files. The EU number of each
PE may be different, which is relative to the input and output signals and the area
overhead of EU.
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Fig. 5. The structure of execution units

Switch is the most important part that specifies the connections among all EUs and
Ports, which will be introduced in the following section.
All PEs own the same Decoders, program memories, Ports, and Switches, though
their roles are very different in the whole reconfigurable architecture. The only different is the execution units.
After finishing all configurations of Ports, EUs and Switch, Decoder will stay in a
waiting state and continuously detect State_Flag. At this time, all the interconnection
relations between Ports, EUs and Switch are static similar to an ASIC circuit driven
by data. When the given number of operations has been done, EUs will give some
certain signals to inform the decoder to reconfigure.
3.3 Switch
Three kinds of signals need to be routed. They are Data, Data-valid, and FIFO Nearfull respectively. Data and Data-valid are always produced together. PEs or output
ports receive data from other PEs or input ports on the basis of the indication of Datavalid. They can be treated with the same circuit structures. Fig. 6 shows the routing
scheme of port output data. The scheme of EU input data is similar to this. The difference lies in the positions of No Connections.
When the FIFOs in EUs and output ports are close to be full, the input data signal’s
producers must stop to wait until the corresponding near-full signal is invalid. Otherwise, useful data will be lost. The routing of the near-full input signals is somewhat
different from Fig. 6, mainly because the needed configuration signals are not the
same. A translator is needed to translate the configuration information of data signals
and data-valid signals to those of near-full input signals.
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4 Reconfiguration
Four types of instructions are distinguished as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

Switch configuration instructions: Configure the connections between different
EUs, between different ports, and between EUs and ports.
Ports configuration instructions: Define the connections between ports and local
interconnection buses, and the directions of the local dual-direction interconnection buses.
EU configuration instructions: Specify the functions of EUs and the number of
processing samples, and send the needed coefficients.
Register clear instructions: Clear the data in ports FIFOs, EU registers, and EU
FIFOs.
Branch instructions: Jump to the initial address of a new application on the basis
of the state flags of EUs.

Because of the simplification of PEs, the instruction operations are actually a series of
sequential configurations. After configurations, the whole circuits of PE will be static.
For next task, new configurations begin. According to the orderliness, we use the
format of instruction packet to simplify the instruction decoders and minimize the
instruction memories. The format is shown in Fig. 7. Due to the invariable sequence
and format, the opcodes become implicit. Decoders can understand the meanings of
codes in the packets, and send the corresponding configurations to the different parts
of PEs. When a new state flag comes, Decoder begins to read next instruction packet.
By configuring the ports and switches, almost all PEs can communicate with each
other. In fact, this may not be necessary due to the features of current high-throughput
applications. As to the connections in each PE, the communications are multiform.
For instance Ports_West can communicate with Ports_North, Ports_South or
Ports_East in the one-to-one form. On the other hand, broadcasting communications
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can be provided. For instance, Ports_West can send data to Ports_North, Ports_South
and Ports_East at the same time.
Commonly, there are multiple EUs in each PE. By different configurations, these
EUs can work in parallel like Fig. 8 (a), and in pipeline like Fig. 8 (b). This multiformity benefits from the reconfigurable switches which are able to form various
connections among PEs and ports. When a task is over, PE can be reconfigured to
implement a new task.
Task 1: Code Length
Ports Configuration
Switch Configuration
EU Function Selection
EU Operation Times
EU 1 Coefficient
EU 2 Coefficient
... ...
Task 2
... ...

Fig. 7. The format of instruction packet
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Switch
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Fig. 8. The connections between EUs, (a) in parallel, and (b) in pipeline
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5 Design Flow
The aim of the proposed reconfigurable architecture is not to provide a general processor, but to simply the design flow of ASICs and SOCs, for a narrow special application domain, and to lower the TTM and NRE cost. The design flow of the proposed
architecture is shown in Fig. 9. The application codes in the form of MATLAB or C
language are translated into the data flow graph with basic operations like multiplication and addition. Based on the area overhead demands, performance/cost ratio and
programmability, some basic operations are combined together to form a function unit
like FFT butterfly unit and Viterbi add-compare-select unit. Then, larger function
units will be mapped as EUs onto the array architecture we proposed. The function
units in different data paths can also be combined to form an execution unit with multiple functions if the application model is time-multiplexing. An optimizing process is
needed in order to obtain the minimum processing elements. The results of optimization are a certain architecture and configuration instructions.
Because the interconnection network and PE configuration structure are fixed, and
a set of execution units have been placed in a library, the design time of a chip will be
shortened by reusing these predefined resources.
MATLAB/C

DFG

Combining

Mapping
Architecture/
Instructions

Fig. 9. The design flow of the proposed architecture

6 Performance Analysis
For illustrative purposes, let us consider the implementation of FIR digital filter on
the proposed architecture. Fig. 10 gives the FIR filter structure and the possible execution units used to process the corresponding convolution tasks. We name the computation of one delay, multiplication and addition in Block A as one-tap operation,
and similarly name the computation in Block B as two-tap operation. Clearly, the
execution unit with the function of two-tap operation has the advantages over the
execution unit with the function of one-tap operation in processing capability.
As is stated above that the reconfigurable architectures with less k can achieve
higher performance/cost ratio. In order to estimate k, we design a configurable architecture with few PEs in the FPGA chip of Altera Cyclone II. Fig. 11 shows the k values
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under the condition of different grained EUs used in the proposed architecture. When
the EU has the capability of one-tap operation, k is close to 10, while the value is about
2 when the EU has eight-tap operation function. With the increment of the granularity
of EUs, the k value decrease gradually.
Several EUs can be cascaded to run a more-tap operation by configurating the
Switch. Furthermore, several PEs can be cascaded to realize an ASIC-like digital FIR
filter. Based on actual applications, the filter with different tap numbers and tap coefficients can be reconfigurated easily and quickly.
Block A

x[n]
Delay

h[0]

Block B
Delay

h[1]

Delay

h[3]

h[2]

Delay

Delay

Delay

h[4]

Delay

Delay
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Fig. 10. A five-tap FIR filter
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Fig. 11. The relation between k and the size of EUs

7 Conclusion
We have presented a reconfigurable architecture of high-throughput digital signal
processing, with the characteristics of fully-data-driven mechanism and very-coarsegrained EUs. In the light of the trend of current application algorithms, a data-driven
array structure or interconnection network is employed, which permits the direct
connections between one PE and its four neighbors and also support the indirection
connections between any two neighboring PEs by configurations. Unlike most
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coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures, each PE may contain very-coarsegrained EUs. By the configurations of PEs, the ASIC-like connections can be formed
among EUs and ports with the data-driven mechanism to realize the mapping of
special domain applications. The corresponding design flow of the reconfigurable
architecture has also presented. In order to illustrate the role of very-coarse- grained
EUs, we analyzed the relationship between the area overhead ratio of the whole
architecture to all EUs and the granularity of the EUs. The analysis results showed
that the area overhead ratio can be raised with the enhancement of EU granularity.
Future work is focused on further evaluation of the high-throughput processing capabilities of real-life applications such as WiMAX baseband processing and H.264
video system. In addition, a suitable methodology for mapping special domain applications onto the reconfigurable architecture should be explored.
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